Experimental 16-row CT evaluation of in-stent restenosis using new stationary and moving cardiac stent phantoms: experimental examination.
The aim of this study was to evaluate in-stent restenosiss using a newly developed stationary and moving cardiac stent phantom with three built-in artificial stenoses and a 16-row MDCT. A newly developed coronary stent phantom with three artificial stenoses--low (approx. 30 %), medium (approx. 50 %) and high (approx. 70 %)--was attached to a moving heart phantom and used to evaluate the ability of 16-row MDCT to visualize in-stent restenosis. High resolution scans (16 x 0.75 mm, 250 mm FOV) were made to identify the baseline for image quality. The non-moving phantom was scanned (16 x 0.75 mm, routine cardiac scan protocol) first without and then with implementation of an ECG signal at various simulated heart rates (HR 40 to 120 bpm) and pitches (0.15 to 0.3). The moving cardiac phantom was scanned at the same simulated heart rates but at a pitch of 0.15. Images were reconstructed at every 10 % of the RR interval using a multi-cycle real cone-beam reconstruction algorithm. Multi-planar reformations (MPR) were made for the image evaluation. The image quality was assessed using a three-point scale, and stent patency and stenoses detection were evaluated using a four-point scale. To evaluate the image quality and to grade the stent stenoses, the median values were calculated while considering the reconstruction interval. The image quality for the static phantom was adequate in 97 % of the measurements. In this phantom, every stenosis was detected independent of the pitch and heart rate used. The dynamic stent phantom yielded the best results at 0 %, 40 %, and 50 % of the RR interval at a pitch of 0.15. The low stenosis was visible at a simulated heart rate of up to 80 bpm. Patency can be detected at heart rates greater than 80 bpm. The newly developed moving stent phantom allowed a nearly in-vivo condition for detecting re-stenoses within a stent. In this phantom study the use of a 16-row MDCT allowed the detection of re-stenosis within a coronary stent at a heart rate of up to 80 bpm. This phantom can then be used for future studies, e. g. with a 64-row MDCT.